simmental sale of the year
Agribition on Wednesday November 22, 2017 at 7pm
John Deere Sale Arena, Regina, SK
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imply said, we are coming loaded for bear within the 50th Anniversary Sale! This
50 for Fifty edition of the highly respected Agribition Simmental Sale is among
one of the most exciting sales assembled during Agribition for some time … of
any breed. The breed-leaders within the Simmental breed stepped up and are offering the
heart of their herd and we feel every base is covered in this outstanding line-up of excellent
live cattle and sought after frozen genetics.
From fullblood to red to black, we have as deep of an offering as one could imagine.
Every year we have loyal breeders that annually consign to this sale and they are once again
bringing their best in 2017. That is complimented with exciting genetic opportunities from
highly respected breeders that have been very influential in the success of the Simmental breed
throughout the past 50 years.
It is humbling for our sales management team to organize a sale of this magnitude and
we would like to thank the SSA for working with us and every consignor for stepping up and
bringing their very best to this years event. We anticipate majority of breeders will be in attendance for the 50th Anniversary but if you are unable to attend, feel free to contact any of
us at BMS to represent your needs in a professional manner. See you at the 50th!
Scott Bohrson, Bohrson Marketing Services Ltd.
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he Saskatchewan Simmental Board of directors would like to welcome you to the
2017 50th Anniversary edition of the Agribition Simmental Sale. The “50 for Fifty”
event promises to be the must attend sale of the fall sale season.

The consignors to this sale have made animals available from the very top end of their
respective programs and we thank them for their dedication to this event. We encourage you
to join us not only for the sale on Wednesday evening, but also for all of the 50th anniversary
festivities.
Ryan Lundberg, Saskatchewan Simmental Association President
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reetings and Welcome to Canadian Western Agribition 2017!
Canadian Simmental cattle were first part of Canadian Western Agribition in the
early 1970’s and at the 1991 sale the $10,000,000 mark of Simmental cattle selling through the Agribition Simmental Sale was achieved. That was a phenomenal achievement
and proof that from the very beginning that Canadian Simmental breeders and Agribition have
partnered to promote and market some of the very best Simmental genetics to every region of
Canada and around the World.
The Agribition Simmental sale has become synonymous with quality and this year
Canadian Simmental breeders have again dug deep into their herds in order to continue that
tradition of excellence as they come together at Agribition to celebrate 50 years of Simmental in Canada.
On behalf of Canadian Western Agribition we would like to thank Simmental breeders
from across Canada for their continued support of Agribition, and we look forward to many
more years of working together to further promote and expand the Simmental breed.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, its staff, and hundreds of volunteers; welcome to
Canadian Western Agribition and best of luck with your sale!
Bruce Holmquist, Canadian Western Agribition President
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n behalf of the Canadian Simmental Association, welcome to Canadian Western
Agribition and the prestigious 50 for Fifty Simmental Sale. This sale is one of the
highlights of our 50th Anniversary celebrations at Agribition and we invite you to be
a part of the excitement of this milestone in Simmental history. The excitement surrounding
Simmental events at Agribition over the years has been electric and the 2017 event will go down
in history as one of our breed’s most memorable moments.
Plan to attend the banquet on Tuesday evening at the Double Tree Hotel, the National
Simmental Show on Wednesday and this exiting 50 for Fifty event Wednesday evening. It will
be a once in a lifetime opportunity to celebrate all the accomplishments of the Simmental breed
in Canada over the past 50 years.
Lee McMillen, Canadian Simmental Association President

50th
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2017 Simmental Sweepstakes
Hosted by the Saskatchewan Simmental Association

HOW IT WORKS
Buy a $100 Simmental Sweepstakes ticket from the Saskatchewan Simmental office & you have a chance to win from $35,000+
in prizes! The dollars generated go to a great cause and assist projects funded by the Saskatchewan Simmental Association.
Purchase a ticket and we will put you in the draw for any of the below prizes.
Tickets are only $100 each, get yours early at the Saskatchewan Simmental Office

PLATINUM PRIZES
1) $7,500 sale credit to the 50 for 50 Agribition Simmental Sale
2) $5,000 sale credit to the 50 for 50 Agribition Simmental Sale
3) $2,500 sale credit to the 50 for 50 Agribition Simmental Sale
4) $2,180 advertising credit to the Cattleman’s magazine
5) $2,115 advertising credit to the Alberta Beef/Beef Illustrated magazines

Thank You

to our meal sponsors!

CANADIAN SIMMENTAL ASSOCIATION
NEW HOLLAND
OLS LICK TUBS

Thank you to all of our donators, your generosity is much appreciated
6) 1 Flush Pack - Including cost of drugs/procedure and up to 5 implants – sponsored by BovaTech
7) Bernie Brown Print - sponsored by Alameda Agencies
8) $500 credit towards a Cow Cam - sponsored by Allen Leigh Security & Communications
9) $1000 sale credit to either Female Sale Nov 30, 2017 or bull sale credit Mar 5, 2018 & Gift - sponsored by Ashworth Farm & Ranch
10) $100 Gift Certificate - sponsored by Bar T5 Trailer Sales Saskatoon
11) $500 Sale Credit to the 5th Annual Next Generation Bull Sale March 2018 - sponsored by Black Gold Simmental
12) Barn Board Wall Art - sponsored by Cattle Cures by Barb Luther
13) $1000 sale credit to The Source Dec 2017 or the 12th Annual Bull sale Feb 2018 & Gift Basket - sponsored by Crossroad Farms
14) 1 Night Accomodation and Gift Basket - sponsored by Days Inn & Suites
15) Gift Basket - sponsored by Dorran Marketing
16) Mystery gift - sponsored by Lane Reality Corp
17) Masterfeeds Blueprint Beef Breeder mineral (2 cert. for 5 bags each) - sponsored by Masterfeeds - Kurtis Reid
18) $500 sale credit to MFR Genetic Destination Bull Sale Mar. 2018 and gift - sponsored by McCormack Family Ranch
19) $1500 sale credit 20th Annual Bull Sale March 2018 & Gift Basket - sponsored by McIntosh/Kuntz/SAJ Simmental
20) $500 sale credit to either Bull Sale March 3, 2018 or Female Sale December 8, 2017 - sponsored by McMillen Ranching Ltd.
21) $500 Sale credit to bull sale March 2, 2018 & Gift Basket - sponsored by Meadow Acres Farms
22) Jug of Ivomec - sponsored by Merial
23) $500 towards semen or embryo collection - sponsored by Optimum Genetics
24) Mystery gift - sponsored by Paradise Hill Ranch & Western
25) Custom Western Decor - sponsored by Prairie Wind Farms Ltd.
26) $500 Sale Credit on the purchase of a RWR heifer selling at the Source, FNL or Annual Bull Sale in March - sponsored by Red Willow Ranch Ltd
27) Moocall 3G Calving Sensor with GPS - sponsored by Riskan Hope Farm
28) 2 - 1 night accommodations - sponsored by Sandman Inn & Suites, Regina
29) $500 sale credit, March 2018 & Gift Basket - sponsored by Southwest Showcase Bull Sale
30) $500 credit to website design - sponsored by T Bar C
31) 5 units of semen from Semex Beef Sire Catalogue - sponsored by Westgen/Semex
32) $1000 credit to bull purchase & $500 credit to towards commercial heifer March 23, 2018 & Gift - sponsored by Wheatland Cattle Co
33) G.I. Gypsy Custom Artwork - sponsored by X-T Livestock
34) $1,000 sales credit from Canadian Donors for New Year’s Resolution
35) $500 sales credit to the 2017 Friday Night Lights

Watch for further prizes to be added closer to sale time

Over $35,000 in prizes to be awarded

Thank You to ou
Custom Service Program

s Custom Collection

Programs built on a tradition of
excellence,experience and quality
service for over 47 years!

s Private Storage
s EU & China approved Facility
▲ Complete A.I. Supplies

s Beef Sire Directory

▲ Import / Export Services

263090 Range Road 11, Rocky View County, AB Tel: (403) 226 0666 Fax: (403) 226 4259 www.altacustom.com
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THANK YOU
TO PRIOR DONATORS
2016 - Bar PS
2015 - Double Bar D Farms
2014 - Ashworth Farm & Ranch
2013 - Swan Lake Farms
2012 - Stoughton Farms
2011 - Kulyk Simmentals
2010 - Crossroad Farms
2009 - Sunny Valley Simmentals
2008 - Spruce Grove Cattle Co.
2007 - First Time Simmentals
2006 - 3D Simmentals
2005 - Windmill Simmentals
2004 - X-T Simmentals
2003 - Spring Creek Simmentals
2002 - Forden Fairview Farm
2001 - Boggy Creek Simmentals
2000 - Double KL Ranches
1999 - Storebo Farms

BOUNDARY RANCH // 306-662-7993
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LFE BLACK LAKOTA 385W
NUG ROYAL RED 324A
TRIPILE C SMARTY PANTS R
LRX THE GODFATHER 141Z
MMP RED RIZZLE 396B
MMP NATALIA 796Y

Tickets on this great donation heifer will sell at

6:40pm, just before the sale at the Auditrium
Dam / MMP Red Rizzle 396B
donation
heifer BOUNDARY Natalia 88E Homo Polled // 1201197 // BOUN 88E // 19/Jan/2017 // bw-102 // ww-

We are pleased to Donate Boundary Natalia 88E to the SSA Scholarship fund. Her Dam was Champion Cow with Heifer calf Natalia 88E at
side, Ranchmen’s Pen Show 2017, in Swift Current, SK. Natalia is a beautiful, Homozygous Polled heifer, with a great future ahead of her.

2017 SSA SCHOLARSHIP HEIFER // Thank You to Boundary Ranch for your generous donation
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WESTWAY FARMS LTD. // 403-586-4929

Pick of 2016 Born - Bred Heifers

SIRE GROUPS

LRX Uncle Jeffry 56A

R Plus Reload 2006Z

WFL Chain Reaction 26Y
COW FAMILIES

WFL Red Licious 1044X

WFL Red Sage 1003Y

WFL Red Doll 9072W

Lot 1 - Offering choice of any 2016 born - bred heifer from Westway Farms Ltd.
Westway Farms is very proud to be a part of the Simmental Breed and we are very
excited to offer something special for the 50th Anniversary Sale at Agribition. It is the very
first time we have ever offered a lot for sale at Agribition and what a perfect opportunity
that it be for the 50 for Fifty Anniversary Sale. What we are offering is a pick of the 2016
born - Bred Heifers! No females will be held back for the selection opportunity as the
entire group will be available. The buyer will have over 100 bred heifers to chose from and
these females come from the heart of our herd and each year we admire how our first time
calvers perform. We breed our cattle for females to be productive, sound in structure with
exceptional udders.
A large group of these heifers were AI’d to some exciting sires like: W/C Loaded
Up, WINC Live Ammo, WLB Bounty Hunter, JF Signature, TNT 90 Proof and WS Prime
Beef. There is also a group naturally bred to our calving ease Reload son WFL Roadhouse
25C and MAF Red Walker 8D. A majority of these females will start calving mid January.

WFL Red Sage 506C
$37,000 high seller in 2016 FNL to Deeg, Sunny
Valley & Canadian Donors

We feel this is a very unique opportunity as this is the first time we have ever
offered something like this. We always like to bring our best to town but this time the buyer
will have job of picking their choice at the farm. We will give the buyer until December 17th
to make their selection.
We are happy to be celebrating 50 years of Simmental in Canada with this sale
offering!

WFL Miss Red Flash 584C
$15,000 high seller in 2016 SimPower Sale to
Nickel Farms
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MCMILLEN RANCHING LTD. // 306-483-8067 483-8660

Pick of 2017 Born - Open Heifers

SIRE GROUPS

MRL Red Whiskey 101B

MRL Capone 130B

MRL Pretty Reckless 68B
COW FAMILIES

MRL Miss 493U

MRL Miss 443N

MRL Miss 836W

Lot 2 - Offering choice of any 2017 born - open heifer from McMillen Ranch Ltd.
McMillen Ranching Ltd. has dug deep in order to offer the heart of their herd
in this exciting lot for the 50th Anniversary Sale. The MRL program is world-renowned
and have successfully marketed genetics throughout North America as well to Europe and
Australia. With great excitement, MRL is offering the pick of their 2017 born - open heifers
in this prestigous event.
The sires represented in the 2017 calf crop are very exciting to say the least. The
$100,000 Missile is proving to be one of the most consistent breeding bulls to date and
we feel the females and bulls he has reaised will leave a lasting impression. Riddler, Pretty
Reckless and El Tigre compliment the black section with many options from their sired
groups. Capone, Predestined & Red Whiskey lead the red section with extreme quality with
a strong group.

MRL Missile 138C
Sold in 2016 to Robb, X-T and BLI for $100,000

The MRL females are the backbone of our operation and whether it is a natural calf
or one from our ET program, we have confidence they will be a strong producing females
for years to come for the successful buyer. A large selection of ET heifer calves are available
from our leading donors and they carry the most current and prosperous genetics in the
Simmental breed.
50 years is a true milestone for the Simmental breedand we are excited to the next
50 here at MRL with the next generation becoming more and more involved!

MRL Miss 390X
Sold to Ashworth, Swan Lake & BLI for $47,000

FERME GAGNON INC. // 514-975-3722

flush
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FERME GAGNON INC

Pick of Herd Flush

With great excitement we offer the pick of herd flush from any female at Ferme Gagnon born in 2012 or older. For the 50th Anniversary event, we wanted to
offer something that represented our entire program and we feel by offering the backbone of our herd, it will showcase the strong cow families represented in
it. These cows are the heart of our program and have a big time resume behind each one of them. All of our past high sellers stem back to these cornerstone
donors and we feel it represents many of the best cow families in the Fleckvieh industry. We will guide you to pick the right female for your program and we
will open our semen tank without additional charges if you want to use one of our bulls. We look forward to work with you. We guarantee a minimum of 6
embryos and split them over 10 with Gagnon getting the odd numbers. Embryos can be exportable. Flush to be done before March 2018.

CANADIAN DONORS // 403-370-3010
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$13,000 Son // SVS Cash Flow 514C
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Daughter // SVS Lolita 633D (lot 5)

DAYTON’S POL NEUMANN
LFS POL BALBOA 40U
RRV NATALIE

Offering a flush guaranteeing a minimum of 6 embryos with flush expense covered by purchaser
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flush

Flush on

DOUBLE BAR D

229Z

MFI WHISTLER 47L
DOUBLE BAR D LOLITA 256X
MFI LOLITA 4010

// Full Fleckvieh // Flush to be done Feb-March 2018

229Z was acquired as a $15,000 high seller from the highly respected Double Bar D program and after raising her first calf that commanded
$13,000, she quickle entered our donor arsenal. Her largest accomplishment to date may be the impressive daughter across the page that
sells in Lot 5 from Sunny Valley as a feature bred female to sell this fall in Canada. We feel 229Z is a potent breeding piece that always comes
through no matter how she is bred. For this flush, purchaser can supply their own semen at their cost or we will open up our semen inventory
and you can use any of the following - Blueprint (would make full sib to Lot 5), Raptor, Dirty Harry, Subaru, Dakota, Spitfire 20X, Jahari,
Rival, Warlord, Stimulation, Harrach, and much more.

SUNNY VALLEY SIMMENTALS // 306-544-7633
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Full Sib / SVS Lolita 633D

ANCHOR “T” RUSTY 59G
STARWEST POL BLUEPRINT
PHS HOMOZYGOUS XCEPTIONAL
LFS POL BALBOA 40U
DOUBLE BAR D 229Z
DOUBLE BAR D LOLITA 256X
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AI to Kuntz Determined 9D on Apr 10/17 :: PT Safe :: Exposed Apr 8 – May 11

SVS

Lolita 633D // Polled Full Fleckvieh // 1168699 // TLAS 633D // 20/Jan/2016 // bw-89 // ww-

SVS Lolita 633D is a unique, polled, 100% Fleckvieh female that we are proud to offer in this 50th Anniversary event. She is well balanced,
smooth made and is setting up what looks to be a perfect udder. 633D is a big volumed female with an excellent pedigree. Blueprint has
certainly made his mark in the industry as a reliable calving ease bull and the ability to produce top end, marketable cattle. 633D’s dam,
229Z, was purchased as a high seller at Double Bar D and has been a solid donor for us and Canadian Donors. We feel that SVS Lolita
633D has a lot to offer to the Simmental industry.

HOEGL LIVESTOCK LTD. // 306-821-1205
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Sire // Night Train

BGS WHISTLER 64X
BLACK GOLD NIGHT TRAIN55A
MS BGS ZAM 47W
MFI GLADIATOR 116T
KOP MS GLADIATOR 198Y
KOP MS NORTHERN 84U
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NGDB

AI to Starwest Pol Blueprint on March 31/17 :: No Exposure

Dalila 645D // Horned Fullblood // 1180723 // NGDB 645D // 31/Jan/2016 // bw-90 // ww-750

When approached about consigning to the 50 for 50 Anniversary Sale we jumped at the opportunity and finally decided to part with one right off the top of
our bred heifer pen. 645D comes to you carrying an early AI service with no exposure to the great BluePrint who has done a lot of good for us in just a short
time. We are extremely pleased with the calves our Night Train sire has left us, the bulls are a sale feature and his females are shaping up to be the front end
pasture type. Her Dam is a good milking, big ribbed cow we acquired when we bought half the fullbloods from Kopp Farms. Look to 645D to add udder
quality, foot structure, depth of body and overall eye appeal to every calf she raises. She is extremely attractive through her front end and has a dark red
complexion with perfect markings. This is a female we are extremely proud to offer and one that is very hard to part with.

X-T SIMMENTALS // 306-295-7999
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Sire / FBF1/SF Ignition

FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE
FBF1/SF IGNITION
FBF1 GORGEOUS LADY

AI Bred to MRL Missile 138C on April 3/17
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X-T BLACK

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W
TSN MS PREDATOR 12A
TSN MS FORTUNE 47X

Debutante 10D Homo Black // Homo Polled // 1179970 // LW 10D // 2/Apr/2016 // bw-85 // ww-675

A real opportunity here to buy one of only a handful of Ignition heifers in Canada, and to top that off she is bred to the one of the hottest sires on the market
today, MRL Missile 138C, who we co own with Robb Farms and Bouchard Livestock. Debutante is out of a tremendous cow family that always raises the good
ones.We own the dam TSN 12A and her full sister TSN 53B who go back to a Fortune 500 cow that really cranked out the good ones when mated to Predator.
The Missile calves are absolutely full of style, mass and muscle, just the perfect type for what the Simmental industry is striving to produce today. Over 45
years of breeding Simmental cattle we don’t believe our program has ever produced so many top end individuals and such a consistent sire group as Missile
has at X-T. We are extremely excited to see what Debutante looks like this time next year with her Missile calf at her side. Normally a female of this potential
would never be leaving our program but for the 50th anniversary sale we felt we had to dig deep and only sell our best!

HILLTOP HOLDINGS // 306-442-2090
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Paternal Sib / HTH 47C
High seller in the 2016 Agribiton sale

3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X
LFE STRONG ARM 815Z
LFE CROCUS 123X
Bred to R Plus 4388B on May 6/17 :: Preg checked safe
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HTH

S-PAW TURBO CHARGED
IPU BLK. TUBEROSE 305Z
RDD MS MUMBO’S O.M.G. 88W

Tuberose 32D Polled // 1179454 // HTH 32D // 8/Feb/2016 // bw-91 // ww-675

32D is backed by a pedigree loaded with maternal power. She is sired by LFE Strong Arm 815Z, who was also the sire of the 2016 Agribition
high seller. Her dam - IPU 305Z, is a very easy keeping, moderate framed & super uddered female. 305Z’s bull calf will also be in our string
this fall. At first glance, you can’t help but admire 32D for her overall balance, rib shape, exceptional quarter, length of spine and tremendous
depth of body. She was Reserve Grand Champion Simmental for Sadie at the Young Ranchman’s Show early this fall. We believe this female
could work in any program.

ERIXON SIMMENTALS // 306-270-2893
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Maternal Sister / Erixon Lady 18C

MRL EL TIGRE 52Z
MRL PRETTY RECKLESS 68B
MRL MISS 310X
LFE BS LEWIS 322U
ERIXON LADY 69A
ERIXON LADY 22N
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ERIXON

Lady 82E // Homo Polled & Homo Black // 1198926 // BOBE 82E // 19/Jan/2017 // bw-92 // ww-732

When you get the opportunity to analyze this heifer you will appreciate her capacity, softness, and easy doing look. She is out of our walking
herdsire MRL Pretty Reckless who has done wonders for our program! Reckless has more than exceeded our expectations, he is stout,
docile, and packed full of muscle. His first calf crop was an exciting one with many top end high sellers. The dam of 82E raised an awesome
Combustible sired black white face bred heifer that sold in the 2016 prestigious Friday Night Lights sale to MI Simmentals. The top and
bottom side of this pedigree are tried and proven! Homo Polled & Homo Black

SUNNY VALLEY SIMMENTALS // 306-544-7633
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Full Sib to Dam / SVS Avenger 425B

KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A
IPU RED DEPUTY 25C
IPU 56U MS. RED LINER 81A
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
SVS BLK NIKKI 506C
SVS RED NIKKI 3Y
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SVS BLK

Nikki 730E // Homo Polled // 1203690 // TLAS 730E // 16/Jan/2017 // bw-74 // ww-810

SVS Blk Nikki 730E has been a favorite from a very young age. Starting out at just 74 lbs, she has developed into a thick made, wide topped,
heavy muscled female. 506C just might be our favorite Captain Morgan female (and we do have a lot of them)! She did an excellent job
on her first calf and is one we expect big things from moving forward. We were lucky enough to get one of a few semen shares in IPU Red
Deputy 25C, the $77,500 high seller. He calved very well for us and his calves are the right kind. 730E has a stacked pedigree full of maternal
greats. She is going to make an awesome cow!

MCINTOSH LIVESTOCK // 306-441-7755
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Dam / McIntosh Oh My 16X

SHS ENTICER P1B
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
JDF PEPSI 61U
SAS T101 SWEET MEAT
MCINTOSH OH MY 16X
IPU RED POCAHOTAS 139M
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12

MCINTOSH

Addictive 51E // Polled // 1207152 // SBMC 51E // 27/Jan/2017 // bw-100 // ww-780

These flush mate sisters come to you from the most prominent black cow family at McIntosh Livestock. They have had many family members sell in this very
sale in years past.Two years ago their sister Addictive 5C was named Reserve Champion Senior Heifer Calf and sold later that evening as the high selling heifer
calf to Twisted Sisters and Hall’s Cattle Company. From there she continued to have a very successful show career for them through her yearling year.The dam
to these Addictive sisters is a product of arguably the most successful flush we have ever done in terms of saleability of the resulting calves. The Sweet Meat/
Pocahontas cross turned out to be dynamite and we just wish we could have had more of these awesome females to add to our herd.
We expect these Addictive sisters to follow in the footsteps of their older sister, as this Wallbanger/16X cross produces cattle with pure power and elegance.
These heifers are both very well balanced front to back and walk out gracefully with a sound stride. They have been very similar to each other since birth in
terms of their growth pattern and soundness of structure. If you prefer a red or black hide will be the biggest thing separating these females come sale day.

MCINTOSH

Addictive 41E // Polled // 207148 // SBMC 41E // 22/Jan/2017 // bw-97 // ww-775

MCINTOSH LIVESTOCK // 306-441-7755
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Full Sibling to Dam / McIntosh Lulu

SHS ENTICER P1B
HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
JDF PEPSI 61U
SAS T101 SWEET MEAT
MCINTOSH OH MY 16X
IPU RED POCAHOTAS 139M

MADER RANCHES // 403-807-8140
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Sire / LFE Heavy Hitter 352C

MRL DISCOVERY 21A
LFE HEAVY HITTER 352C
LFE BS JULI 641X
REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S
REMINGTON MS MRL 200U
MRL MISS 495N
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MADER

Roxy Roller 39E Homo Black // Polled // 1215573 // MDR 39E // 11/Jan/2017 // bw-84 // ww-755

“Roxy” as the kids call her, has been a sweetheart from day one! Our daughter, Stella, successfully showed this female throughout the summer months where the two of them were
slapped Champion All Breeds Pee Wee female at Summer Synergy. The temperament on this female is second to none, and she is and always be a big part of building the confidence
of showing cattle and being apart of the family business to our kids, and to us! With that said, the good ones is what it takes for these top sales, and a new calf can replace our void
for next year with the kids, and a female with Roxy’s quality can help showcase what we have to offer, and be a great addition to her new owners herd. She has that real sweet front
end, extremely stout through her hip and rib shape, tracks well, has a nice udder coming down, and combines a lot of mass and power throughout. Many of our calves showing
and selling this year will be sired by LFE Heavy Hitter. A bull that has already made and will continue to make a huge impact on our breeding program. From throwing a big foot,
a huge hip, and that easy doing body type, he demands our attention through both the female and bull pen. Remington MS MRL 200U has been quite a female for us. She has
now had 2 daughters sell in the inaugural Friday Night Lights Sale, and 4 top bulls sell through the bull sale including one that headed down to North Dakota. She is Homo Black.

MADER RANCHES // 403-807-8140
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Sire / LFE The Riddler 323B

LFE GOTHAM 819Y
LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
LFE BS CHARO 23Y
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 525C
RF CERTAINLY FLIRTIN 202Z
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MADER

Flirt 3E Homo Black // Homo Polled // 1205666 // MDR 3E // 2/Jan/2017 // bw-80 // ww-815

Here is the first daughter to sell from our new leading donor cow, RF Certainly Flirtin 525C. Her stacked pedigree including some greats such as The Riddler,
Captain Morgan, and the famous 202Z female from the Rancier’s, make this package one of the most exciting pedigrees we can offer! The dam of this female
along with her 5 full flush mates caused quite the stir a few years back at Friday Night Lights, where they demanded prices from $18,000- $45,000….. Not
an easy feat, and a true testament to the quality of females and their genetic make-up. Mader Flirt 3E is powerfully constructed, she is long spined, angular in
her muscle mass, carries herself on very athletic feet and legs, has a great udder attachment, and will be competitive in a showring, but mostly profitable as a
cow. We have been extremely happy with the Riddler progeny that have been born here. They seem to have an early growth curve, are soft middled, and sound
structured cattle. She is Homo Black and Homo Polled.

RANCIER FARMS // 780-385-5313
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Maternal Sib to Dam / NCB Cobra 47Y
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Sire / RF Merchant 481B

MR HOC BROKER
RF MERCHANT 481B
TLG FLIRTIN WITH YOU
3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X
NCD MS FULL DREAM 50A
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
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RF

Drama Queen 744E Polled // 1211533 // GNR 744E // 12/Jan/2017 // bw-77 // ww-766

RF Drama Queen 744E is a soft sided, long fronted, powerful female with a ton of brood cow promise and style. Her dam is a very productive, hard working, maternal sister to the great NCB Cobra, who has proven himself as a calving ease specialist that is siring highly productive daughters and sale topping
sons. RF Merchant 481B sold to Windy Hill and Canadian sires and has gone on to produce sons and daughters with tons of style, extra performance, and
soundness. Drama Queen’s pedigree is stacked with both highly productive, good uddered, sound females and dominant sires from both sides of the border.
Consistency and cow power is bred into 744E.

CZECH-MATE LIVESTOCK // 403-818-3106
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Dam / BLI Benita 436B

DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
OUTLAW SODA POP 14B
HPF CREAM SODA Y010
KOP REVOLVER 116Z
BLI BENITA 436B
BLI SHEAR LADY 135Y
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CMS

Urika 734E Homo Polled // 1209135 // CMS 734E // 22/Jan/2017 // bw-91 // ww-735

Urika is a very good broody female with quite a unique pedigree - her sire is the good Soda Pop bull Barry Labatte owns. A Poker Face son by the amazing
and popular Cream Soda Cow. On the dam’s side, she traces twice to Shear Force and also to one of the best bulls we ever raised CMS Trademark! Her
dam is a female we bought from Barkley @ SIBL at the Red & Black sale a couple years ago. She has raised a couple stand out heifers for us, including
Urika. We believe 734E will be a great breeding female - she may not be the flashy show heifer, but if pedigree and substance are at all important - then
Urika will be high on your list!

CZECH-MATE LIVESTOCK // 403-818-3106
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Full sib to dam / IPU One In A Million

MR CCF VISION
MRK PRIORITY 3C
LRX MS BLACK 91A
MRL EL TIGRE 52Z

IPU TEMPTRESS CLAIR 105C
ULTRA TEMPTRESS CLAIR 12R
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Enchantress 717E Homo Polled // 1210035 // CMS 717E // 17/Jan/2017 // bw-89 // ww-660

CMS

We could not be happier with how the first calf out of the IPU Temptress Clair 105C cow turned out! A long bodied, deep sided, sleek fronted beauty that
gets better every time you walk out into the pasture .Homo Polled and Homo Black with a great set of EPD’s, this MRK Priority daughter has the potential to
be a cornerstone female of any herd. Priority goes back to Vision and Wallbanger, and had a short but well decorated show career. While the Clair cow family
have amazing udders and are great mothers. We can not wait to see how this heifer turns out, and firmly believe she will do great things for her new owner.

CZECH-MATE LIVESTOCK // 403-818-3106
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Sire of embryos 17B / CMS Empire 531C

WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W
MRL EL TIGRE 52Z
MRL MISS 836W
TCF/RCC TEMPTATION GJ640
ULTRA TEMPTRESS CLAIR 12R
BDV CLAIR F87

17ab
embryos

IPU

Lot 17 A) 5 Emrbyos of IPU Temptress Clair 105C x JF Milestone 999W
Lot 17B) 5 Emrbyos of IPU Temptress Clair 105C x CMS Empire 531C

Temptress Clair

105C Homo Polled // // exportable to USA & AUS and stored at Bow Valley

IPU Temptress Clair 105C was our pick out of the impressive offering last fall at the Simsational sale, and she very easily became the basis for a new black donor
program for us and we are excited to offer embryos out of her and two impressive sires. There isn’t much more we can add here about JF Milestone 999W that hasn’t
been said. But we think that this mating with Temptress Clair will make for some really interesting calves that should have plenty of style and performance to come
to the top of any pen. CMS Empire 531C was our high selling Horizon son two years ago who sold to Jean-Francois Leblond in Quebec, and out of our ever popular
Crosby daughter, CMS Heirloom. His first crop of calves is incredibly impressive, with tons of muscle and capacity but with the added polish to make them standouts.
The calves from these embryos will be some of the first black Empire’s and we can’t wait to see how they perform! Take your pick, either way you will end up with
calves that are sure to impress! Guaranteeing two - 90 day pregnancies if implanted by an accredited technician.

BARLEE SIMMENTALS // 613 203 3217
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Dam / Barlee Lexi Lou 1C
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Sire / NCB Cobra 47Y

LFE VIPER 455U
NCB COBRA 47Y
NCB MISS DREAM 22T
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
BARLEE LEXI LOU 1C
SUN RISE BLACK 45R
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BARLEE

Honey Bear 1E Polled // 1191212 // EJBS 1E // 14/Jan/2017 // bw-80

Here is the very best of Simmental genetics, with Cobra on top and Captain Morgan on the bottom. You can’t make them any nicer than this. Honey
Bear is having an impressive show season. She’s been heifer calf champion on 2 occasions and when walking beside her dam they’ve been undefeated
in class, 2x Grand Champion Simmental and a Supreme to go along with it. To celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Simmental breed we have brought
along her dam Lexi Lou who we are just as proud of. She herself is a past champion at both Expo Boeuf and the Royal. The cow calf pair were slapped
2017 Champion Female at Expo Boeuf, and Honey Bear claimed heifer calf champion. When you see the calf you’ll crave for Honey.

ULTRA LIVESTOCK // 403-922-6748
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Granddam / KOP MS Tracker 49x
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Dam / BEE/DGR Genie 549C

HSF HIGH ROLLER 12T
SKORS HIGH ROLLER 34C
SKORS JEWEL 226A
FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE
BEE/DGR GENIE 549C
KOP MS TRACKER 49X
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ULTRA

Miss Genie 22E Polled // 1210950 // TC 22E // 7/Jan/2017 // bw-85 // ww-820

We are proud to offer such a dynamic female in the 50 for 50 sale. It is exciting for us to campaign this female alongside her dam through the fall shows. Miss
Genie 22E is a stand out in our heifer pen, she’s as easy-doing as they come! 22E has wonderful length of spine, bold rib shape and smooth muscling with tons
of bone and foot. Miss Genie 22E is one of the first to sell out of the $60,000 Skors High Roller 34C and is backed by endless maternal strength from her
proven donor grand dam KOP MS Tracker 49X and dam BEE 549C, the latest addition to our donor program.We believe Ultra Miss Genie 22E has unlimited
potential and will be a valuable breeding piece in any program! Homo polled by parentage.
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MILLINGTON RANCH // 306-725-7268
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Sire / IPU Red Western 49X
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Full Sibling / KWA Ms Western 24B

WS BEEF MAKER R13
IPU RED WESTERN 49X
IPU 52N POCAHONTAS 215U
KWA RED ROCK 5T
KWA MS ROCK 22Z
LRX DELIGHT 2W
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MILLINGTON

Lady Belle 1E Polled // 1194174 // DGS 1E // 20/Jan/2017 // bw-73 // ww-790

This cherry red heifer calf really is the whole package; smooth, voluptuous and loaded with eye appeal. “Belle” has been a standout since birth and with the
genetics as well as the EPD’s to match, this heifer is a can’t miss. She came from an embryo purchased from Ashworth Farm and Ranch. These embryos were
offered from the heart of their herd in the Genetic Vault Sale in 2016. The Red Western x Ms Rock 22Z is a proven combination, with her full sibling KWA
24B selling at the 2015 edition of Shades for $38,500. We will be retaining one successful flush of a minimum of 6 freezable embryos.
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ASHWORTH FARM & RANCH // 306-861-9352
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DAY RED PEPPER DOC 984R
KWA RED ROCK 5T
KWA MS ROCK 7P
LRX RED WIZARD 80T
LRX DELIGHT 2W
LRX DELIGHT 71N
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Lot 520A)
5 Embryos
KWA
Ms Rock
x IPU
Western
49X
Embryos
of IPUofRed
Western
49X22Z
x KWA
MsRed
Red
Rock 22Z

KWA

Ms Rock 22Z Homo Polled //

// exportable to USA & AUS and stored at Bow Valley

To mark the 50th Anniversary of the Agribition Simmental sale we dug deep into our embryo inventory to consign a proven and reliable genetic package.
The same combination that created our highest selling female to date; KWA Ms Western 24B, selling to Casey Claffey in 2015. For years, we have utilized
Red Western for his dependable calving ease and ability to sire sound, functional cattle. His daughters are continuing his legacy by consistently producing
near the top of our herd. The dam of this exciting embryo package KWA Ms Red Rock 22Z, has established herself as a can’t miss in our donor program. She
routinely flushes exceptionally and this year she has top end offspring in both the bull and heifer pens. A full sibling is on offer from Millington Ranch and look
no further for the proof that this pedigree works. The resulting offspring will be Homo polled by parentage. Guaranteeing two - 90 day pregnancies if
implanted by an accredited technician.

OUTLAW CATTLE CO // 403-325-0684
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Sire / RF Throttled 311A

3D BLK FULL THROTTLE 483X
RF THROTTLED 311A
RF FLIRTIN FOR CERTIN 37U
WHEATLAND BULL 634S
JHSN KELSEY 134W
IPU MS KELSEY 134T
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OUTLAW

Ms Erotic 705E Polled // 1213977 // BMD 705E // 6/Jan/2017 // bw-90

If you’re looking for a powerful bull making cow then check out Outlaw Ms. Erotic 705E. She has big time power written all over her, with her huge middle,
deep wide hip, big top and very easy doing, she was a pasture favorite by many that toured this summer. Just a really great haired, nice footed, heifer that will
raise some big time herd bulls. Her dam is a big bodied thick made solid black cow that milks very strong. A cow that is backed by a solid pedigree with Red
label Powerline and Red Deck. 705E is sired by RF throttled a bull we used and showcased the last two years and left us with some great calves and had one
heck of a show career. Being named champion bull 4 times and top 5 at Alberta Supreme. We have throttled females milking in our herd this year and they are
very moderate thick with great udders. I think 705E has a lot to offer any herd with her very maternally stacked pedigree and her over all power and depth.
Be sure to stop by stall and Outlaw MS Erotic out for yourself she won’t disappoint.

MCINTOSH RANCH // 204-280-0359
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Sire / LFE The Riddler 323B
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Dam / LRX Ms Black 91A

LFE GOTHAM 819Y
LFE THE RIDDLER 323B
LFE BS CHARO 23Y

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
LRX MS BLACK 91A
IPU MS. LINER 56U 266Y
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MRK

Lucy 7E Polled // 1207407 // MRK 7E // 27/Jan/2017 // bw-75 // ww-827

MRK LUCY 7E is a late January born female that is a hard one to part with. 7E is a long spined, large volumed, smooth fronted female off of the impressive
LFE THE RIDDLER 323B, who needs no introduction to the Simmental industry. Her dam, a Harvie Wallbanger female, is one of our foundation females
and top end donor cows, LRX MS BLACK 91A, or better known around the ranch as Lucy. LRX 91A was purchased from Robb Farms in 2014 out of
Checkers. LRX 91A had quite the start on the show road in 2015, being crowned champion Simmental female at Manitoba Youth Beef Round Up, Manitoba
Ag Ex, and later her bull calf at side, MRK PRIORITY 3C, went on to be crowned reserve junior champion bull calf at Agribition. Priority was later sold
out of the stall to Labatte Simmentals and Oberle Bros. With these powerful genetics, MRK LUCY 7E is sure to make a positive impact on your breeding
program.

TABLELAND & VANDY CATTLE // 306 421 7967
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Dam / Early Sunset Queen 8C

WHEATLAND BULL 680S
WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W
WHEATLAND LADY 752 T
MR TR HAMMER 308A ET
EARLY SUNSET QUEEN 8C
EARLY SUNSET QUEEN 57A
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TCCO VNDY

Nirvana 701E Polled // 1214178 // TCCO 701E // 7/Feb/2017 // bw-82

On behalf of the Tableland-Vandy Partnership we welcome you to the 2017 Agribition Simmental Sale held during Canadian Simmentals 50th Anniversary year. We are proud to
consign TCCO VNDY Nirvana 1E.Two years ago we selected Early Sunset Queen 8C as a heifer calf out of the Fall Fusion sale in Lloydminster. As a heifer she really struck us on how
attractive she was in her makeup and backed with a pedigree that was sure to make an impact in our program. Whether it’s her perfect udder, overall mass, or structural soundness,
I think it’s safe to say that Queen 8C has met and exceeded all expectations we had for her as she matured into a cow. It was really a no-brainer when we bred Queen to Predator
922W. The resulting calf, Nirvana 1E, was everything we had hoped for and more. Nirvana most definitely has been a pasture favourite this year. Not often do you find a heifer calf
that is so powerfully constructed, yet elegant in her design, when you tandem her flawless phenotype with a perfect blaze face she will catch your attention faster than the Liberal
government is passing through their small business tax. We feel that this bold-ribbed heifer calf will make a positive impact on any program she touches ---CONSISTENCY and
QUALITY run deep in her blood.

TABLELAND CATTLE // 306-421-7967
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Sire / R Plus Big League

BMD/RF MAGNAFLOW
R PLUS BIG LEAGUE
MUIRHEADS LUSTER 75T
WHEATLAND ROUTE ONE 852U
TCCO BLACK KOKO 2XA
TCCO RED SQUAW 832U
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TCCO

Koko 27E Polled // 1214177 // TCCO 727E // 03/Mar/17 // bw-83

Tableland Cattle is honored to be participating in the 50th Anniversary Sale. In 1972, Tableland purchased their first Simmental females. For the past 45 years Simmentals have
been a dominating influence in the Brokenshire pastures. Although, a generation has receded out of the backdrop, the second and third generations are energized for the future
of the Simmental breed. TCCO Koko 727E is all about stacking generations of good cows to produce predictable progeny. A quick peek into her pedigree contains the test of
times. 680s, SAC Mr MT, Joker, Destiny, Dream on, Top Gun, even the old Chief Red Bear and 438W. For females, stacking Wheatland 902J and LRX Cheyenne just makes sense.
Although Koko will be one of the younger heifers in the sale don’t let her age deter you. By the time she is a cow, her age and size at today’s sale won’t matter. Phenotypically her
look, balance, structure, overall soundness united with her stacked flexible pedigree will be producing results. Colten successfully showed her mother as a bred heifer and she has
gone on to be a top-notch female with a picture-perfect udder. Koko’s sire R Plus Big league had big shoes to fill to replace Predator. We fell in love with Big League’s mother as a bred heifer when she was Junior
Champion Female for Muirhead’s. Even today at 10 years of age she is easily picked out while driving by the R Plus pastures.... a son off her was a no brainer. The familiarity of 680’s and the added bonus of LRX
Cheyenne on his top side was intriguing. Combining pedigree with the physical appearance of the Big League we were excited to own him and get calves off him. They were all low birth weight, vigorous calves
that exploded after birth. Big League is in the top 15% for CE and BW, top 3% for REA and in the top 25% API with a 110.25. This heifer is a sample of what he has left us.

M & R CATTLE CO // 403-507-3135
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Sire / CWA Reserve Champion Bull

MR HOC BROKER
MRC BOLD RULER 183B
LFE BS CROCUS 183W
WFL COMMANDER 78R
TWIN CHIEF UREIKA 47U
TWIN-CHIEF LARAMIE 248L
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MRC

Miss Ureika 473E Polled // 1213862 // MRC 473E // 16/Jan/2017 // bw-94

We are very pleased to offer this lot in the 50 for 50 Edition sale, it is truly an honour to be involved in such an exciting event. The simmental breed has made
great strides and many improvements since they were introduced to this country and here at M&R Cattle we are continuing to try to offer the best possible
genetics to the breed. We believe that MRC 473E has the genetic capability to take you to the next step. She is a long made, deep sided, attractive ET female
that comes from a highly productive Commander donor here at the farm, sired by the 2014 Agribition Reserve Grand Champion Bull, MRC Bold Ruler
183B. His offspring have been nothing short of tremendous and will have an impact on the breed, don’t miss out here!

HARVIE RANCHING // 403-994-1314 :: 586-4278 :: 507-3886
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Dam / Majestic Miss Candace 5Z

KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
HARVIE RED SUMMIT 54B
HARVIE DAKOTA ROSE 11Z
JF MILESTONE 999W
MAJESTIC MISS CANDACE 5Z
ANKONY MISS CANDACE U056
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OVHF

Miss Candace 54E Homo Polled // 1196072 // JILL 54E // 17/Jan/2017 // bw-79 // ww-710

Miss Candace 54E is an impressive female that combines attractiveness, shape and thickness in a well balanced package. Take a look at her
udder development, specifically her teat placement; she is likely to follow in her dam’s footsteps with one of the most beautiful udders in our
herd. We have been thrilled with our investment in the Candice cow family, Miss Candace 5Z was a worthwhile purchase as the high selling
female in the Majestic Dispersal. On the sire side, Farmfair 2016 Supreme Champion Bull, Harvie Red Summit has proven to be our top and
most consistent sire group over the last two years. This heifer calf has a very promising future, weather you want a show yearling next year or
a top replacement female the year after that.

SWAN LAKE FARMS LTD. // 306-457-7730
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Grandsire / Red Mountain

KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z
SWAN LAKE BIG RED 85 B
SWAN LAKE LILI 115Z
KWA RED DESIGN 52S
SLF MISS SWAN 23W
HILLCREST MISS LISA 58L
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Katherine 12E Polled // 1197376 // JVB 12E // 11/Jan/2017 // bw-94 // ww-900

SWAN LAKE

Katherine is practically a replica of her mother, this blaze faced heifer is headed in the right direction. The top spring born red heifer has that
eye appeal, style, and thickness. Her sire Swan Lake Big Red was my high selling bull a couple years ago that sold to Double Bar D. Katherine’s
Dam a no miss cow has prodigy working at EDN Simmentals, Meadow Acres Farms, Dean Manson Farms and Doug Kutchers.

ce
bw

MCCORMACK FAMILY RANCH // 306-697-7844
11.3

ww
yw
Sire / MFR Dreamboat 3B

0.4

56.7
79.3

mce

12.6

mww
56.9
milk

28.6

Great Granddam / Nitty Gritty 697S

TESS BLACK 96X
MFR DREAMBOAT 3B
MFR RED NITTY GRITTY 16Y
AEDJ FIRE 42Z
MFR RED ADELE 54C
MFR RED ADELE 140X
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MFR

Dreaming Dixie 6E Homo Polled // 1213613 // MFR 6E // 24/Jan/2017 // bw-85

We are very excited to be involved with the 50th Anniversary Simmental Sale. We looked long and hard at our program and felt we wanted to offer the
first MFR Dreamboat 3B daughter for sale in North America. We have not been this excited about a sire group since RLA Redstream 152S. Dreaming
Dixie 6E is an elegant female who displays a tremendous amount of volume and style. We truly appreciate the muscle and natural shape Dreamboat passes
on to his daughters. Dixie comes to you in an exciting phenotypical package but genetically is where she excels from others. She is dark red, homozygous
polled and completely outcross. The combination of the AEDJ Fire bull and MFR Dreamboat 3B put together predictable genetics completely different from
mainstream Simmental genetics offered anywhere in North America today. The sky is the limit for this unique and beautiful female.

TIMM CATTLE CO // 306-864-7322

ce

4.3

bw
ww
yw

3

72.5

109.9

mce

Dam / SFM 64Z

12.9

mww
63.5
milk

27.3

Sire / WLB Bull 223W 4170A

HART GOOD TIME W223
WLB BULL 223W 4170A
WLB 156S BELLE 3551W
JT NEW DESIGN 24W
SFM 64Z
SFM 56U
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TCC BLACK

Temptation 37E Polled // 1206591 // TCC 37E // 1/Mar/2017 // bw-95

Timm Cattle Co. is a relative new comer to the Agribition Simmental sale however our family has been part of the Simmental business for
over 40 years. We are very excited about our first sale offering, Black Temptation, who is an extremely long bodied, solid black heifer with
an outcross pedigree for many herds. Her dam is a powerful female and was one of the top picks at the Stoughton Farms dispersal. 37E will
make a great junior show prospect or front pasture female!

ALLIANCE SIMMENTAL FARMS // 613-836-8096

ce

9.2

bw
ww
yw

3.2

53.2

mce

70
5.4

Dam // Jetstream Bright Light 10B

mww
42.8
milk

16.2

Sire // FBF1/SF Ignition

FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE
FBF1/SF IGNITION
FBF1 GORGEOUS LADY
DESTINY BUCKEYE
JETSTREAM BRIGHT LITE 10B
FARL LIGHT DREAMS
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ALLIANCE

Bright Sasie Polled // 1205810 // ALL 3E // 2/Jan/2017 // bw-75

Sasie is a very eye appealing Ignition daughter.This heifer is another example of her parents genetic potential.Sasie and her full sister Lacey
have been part of my 2017 show string.This young lady is very structurally correct who also has lots of style and substance.Sasie was Darryl’s
choice of my heifer calves after seeing how her full sister Lacey has developed as a bred heifer.If you want a heifer that is darn good,with an
exceptional disposition make sure you mark Sasie. Sells Open

NEW TREND CATTLE CO // 403-934-0077 :: 403-901-8302

ce
bw

12.8
2.5

ww
yw
Full sib in blood / NTCC Karizma 5C

61.2

mce

95
7.5

mww
49.2
milk

18.6

Granddam / War Diva

SVF STEEL FORCE S701
FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE
LAZY H BURN BABY BURNR34
SAND RANCH HAND
NEW TREND SHEEZA DIVA 11W
WAR DIVA M704
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Divas Spirit

NEW TREND

6E Polled // 1205643 // NTCC 6E // 18/Jan/2017 // bw-84 // ww-776

Diva’s Spirit is truly a unique opportunity to own. She is from a high quality cow family that has produced many National Champions. “WAR
DIVA” the Grandam, was the admiration of our program and was the female we chose to build our black program around. Never have we
looked back. The genetics have continued to be proven time and time again. Our high selling bull last year was a maternal brother to 6E.
Most familiar is a full sib in blood , “NEW TREND KARIZMA 5C”, our blazed faced female that has been many time Champion and Supreme
Champion Female at IPE. Diva’s Spirit continues to impress us. Look hard at her and invest in a DIVA !

MARTINVALE FARMS // 613-848-9150

ce

5

bw
ww
yw

5.1

73.3

115.3

Dam // Barlee Abbey Road

mce

8.8

mww
63.1
milk

26.5

Granddam // CAS Hugs N Kisses 1W

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
WHEATLAND BULL 680S
BARLEE ABBEY ROAD
CAS HUGS N KISSES 1W
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MARTINVALE

Elegance 14E Polled // 1210941 // MVFS 14E // 7/Jan/2017 // bw-90 // ww-822

We are extremely excited to be invited to be a part of the 50 for 50 CWA Simmental Sale and feel that Elegance 14E is the perfect representation of what
we are trying to produce here. Elegance has plenty of front end extension, with loads of barrel and mass. She is an ET daughter from our lead donor and
$12 000 purchase from FNL, Barlee Abbey Road and her sire definitely needs no introduction as he is the $190 000 SVS Captain Morgan. This has been our
strongest flush to date and we are excited to see what the future holds in store for these calves. All these Abbey calves are stamped the same; powerful, wide,
sound with an elegant front third, not to mention the big barrel and tremendous rib shape she transmits to every calf!!

TWISTED SISTERS // 780 872-9778

ce

3.7

bw
ww
yw

5.2

69.7
98.4

mce

7.5

Sire / Wheatland Current Affair

mww
55.1
milk

20.2

Grandsire / MAF Horizon 7Y

STF ROYAL AFFAIR Z44M
WHEATLAND CURRENT AFFAIR
WHEATLAND LADY 742 T
MAF R HORIZON 7Y
CMS BRIGID 434B
CMS RADISSON 41R
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TWST BRIGID’S

Elsa 4E // Polled // 1198106 // TWST 4E // 3/Jan/2017 // bw-92 // ww-860

Power and Performance heifer here TWST Brigid’s Elsa 4E came from one of the strongest cow families at Czech-Mate Livestock, she is a no miss momma.
Elsa has been a pasture pest from birth, very docile and easy to work with and always demanding a scratch when out in the pasture. This sweetheart is sired by
Wheatland Current Affair who packed her pedigree with power. She weaned off in August weighing 860lbs and is continuing to perform. Elsa is a wide-topped,
big ribbed, easy keeping female that you know is going to raise some great herd bulls.

HANNAH SIMMENTALS // 403-994-4190

ce

6.8

bw
ww
yw

2.8

63.2

mce

93
5.9

Grandsire / FBF1 Combustible

mww
50.7
milk

19.1

Paternal Sib of Dam / WHS Chantilly Lace 86C

FBF1 COMBUSTIBLE
BEE IGNITE 71C
SKORS DANCER 71Z
MADER TIPPIN POINT 200A
WHS CHANTILLY LACE 86C
WHS HANNAH AMITY 51A
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WHS

Miss Hannah 118E Polled // 1214144 // WHS 118E // 9/Jan/2017 // bw-82

Due to the year, weaning was late so we apolgize for the rushed pictures this year. But please keep checkin back for updated pictures and videos on our website www.
hannahsimmentals.com and our Facebook page. This powerful black princesses is the result of BEE Ignite 71C who we purchased from the Beechionr Bros. and the
pictured dam WHS Chantilly Lace 86C On her dams side she goes back to some of the following: Mr.Hoc Broker who made an impact on the breed in 2012 when he
won grand champion at the NAILE and the American Royal and also took the 2013 Champion title in Denver, his progeny has went on to be some of the higher selling
animals in the ring. RF Flirtin For Certain has produced some amazing show and sale stopping animals who have left a foot print and continue too on the Simmental
industry today. Sires side: FBF1 Combustible who’s has the pedigree to back his unmistakable style going back to SVF Steel Force S701 and Lazy H Burn Baby Burn.
One of the first Combustible sons shown was in 2013 and he took the supreme champion bull title at the world beef expo. The first Combustible daughter sold for
$60,000. We are offering this female for sale because we truly believe she will be able to live up to her family’s great reputation and will be a asset to anyones heard.
Please feel free to stop in anytime for viewing of this female.

YELLOW ROSE CATTLE CO // 403-507-1561

ce

3.4

bw

5.1

ww
yw

68.5
94.4

mce

Dam / YR BLK Rosslyn 910W

7.5

mww
57.5
milk

23.3

Sire / CDP Milhouse 128Y

LFE BRING DOWN THE HOUSE
CDP MILHOUSE 128Y
FOXY LADY VIOLET
IPU BLACK HEAVYWEIGHT 64S
YR BLK ROSSLYN 910W
YR BLK ROSSLYNN 36P
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YR

Dirty Little Secret 722E Polled // 1214119 // BGF 722E // 13/Jan/2017 // bw-90

It is an honour and a privilege to have a top brood cow prospect selected to consign to the 50th Anniversary of Simmental Sale. As a breeder for close to 35
years I have seen the breed evolve into a “Front and Centre; All In” breed. Dirty Little Secret I feel as a breeder , will help keep the path strong. She is the
top of my black replacements and she is a real hard one to sell. The cow family is bolting their way into the top of our black herd. Secret’s sire Milhouse is a
moderate framed power house (pictured while breeding his 2nd herd of the season). His daughters are producing those top end weighted and quality bulls
that are highly sought after. I feel that Dirty Little Secret will follow in her siblings footsteps. Proven pedigree top to bottom and has the eye appeal and
broodiness to be that front pasture matron. Staying one step ahead of the newer generation of breeders is always the challenge, here’s the Dirty Little Secret!!

SUN STAR SIMMENTALS // 780-384-2350

ce
bw

-2.6
10.3

ww
yw
Granddam / Retroflex 3R

58.2

mce

75
4.5

mww
59.6
milk

30.6

Sire / Final Affair

STF ROYAL AFFAIR Z44M
WHEATLAND FINAL AFFAIR
WHEATLAND LADY 212Z
TNT TANKER U263
SUN STAR RETROFLEX 24Y
SUN STAR RETROFLEX 3R
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SUN STAR

Retroflex 8E Polled // 1215695 // SSSF 8E // 17/Jan/2017 // bw-84

Really neat made long necked long spined Final Affair daughter. Her dam and grand dam have been no miss producers with perfect udders,
3R her grand dam was a many time show female of ours now 12 years old with still a perfect udder. 8E’s full sister is one of our very best
bred heifers. A special genetic opportunity with Final Affair, Tanker and Temptation in her pedigree.

PINE CREEK SIMMENTALS // 780-674-3939

ce

2.9

bw
ww
yw

4.9

64.4
96.1

mce

6.6

Sire / Mr Adonis 96Z

mww
68.2
milk

36.1

Dam / Kuntz Miss Moses 03X

BLCC MR ADONIS 30X
SOUTHSEVEN MR ADONIS 96Z
SOUTH SEVEN MISS 70S
LOT 37) 2 lots of 10 units each of KUNTZ Climax 12C (20 total)
Semen stored at Alta Genetics - Canadian, U.S., Australia, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay qualified

37

semen

KUNTZ

LRX JUSTICE 33U
KUNTZ MISS MOSES 03X
RICHMOND MISS MOSES 71J

Climax 12C Full Fleckvieh // 1152754 // KNTZ 12C // 26/Jan/2015 // bw-104 // ww-850

Climax 12C is a meticulously bred specimen whom hails from one of the most consistent flushes in recent history. Climax created quite a stir at the “Kuntz Bull Sale”
where he demanded the attention of everyone. When the gavel sounded Climax had garnished an impressive $47,000.00. He combines the rich mahogany hair coat
and locomotion of a fine-tuned athlete, he carries a tremendous amount of depth, and is as wide as they come. Climax has the genetic potential we all envision. His
tremendously uddered dam, Kuntz Miss Moses 03X, is one of the most consistent producers of herd sires stomping the ground. She is fully loaded with powerful
genetics; such as the highly sought after MFL Zaila 8Z,Knight 155S, C&B Western, Rogant just to name a few! Sired by the industry leading South Seven Mr Adonis
96Z compounds the genetics [Bonnie Lass, Dorothy Jane, Solway Adonis, Houston 005H and Arni 8M] to truly make a difference in your next calf crop. Climax is a
force to be reckoned with!

RED WILLOW RANCH // 306-390-7745 :: 398-2811

ce

6.3

bw
ww
yw

5.4

82.8

129.9

mce

$16,000 son

8.6

mww
70.9
milk

29.5

$24,000 son

$49,000 high seller out of standout daughter

LOT 38) 5 lots of 10 units each of Westgold Standout 42Z (50 total)
Semen stored at Alta Genetics - Canadian, U.S., Australia, Brazil, Paraguay and Uruguay qualified

38
semen

WESTGOLD

$34,000 son

DESS SAHARA 73S
KHG MONTANA 6T
KHG GOLD NUGGET 132X KHG LEHNE 160X
RENDEZVOUS 443T
KHG TAYLOR 24U

Standout 42Z Fullblood // Horned // 775543 // KHG 42Z // 7/Jan/2012 // bw-106 // ww-926

Tested Non-diluter. We at Red Willow Ranch Ltd., are excited to offer semen on our walking herdsire, Westgold Standout 42Z, for the 50th anniversary celebration
of Simmental cattle within Canada. Standout 42Z was the high selling fullblood bull in 2012, commanding $47,500. He has absolutely done a tremendous job for us here,
consistently siring progeny that rise to the top every year. He sires high performance, deep-ribbed progeny with thick hair coats, awesome colour pattern, dark pigmentation,
and tremendous length of body. His offspring are very sound structured, with correct feet and legs. Standout has produced many sons who are working in some of the top
purebred and commercial programs in Canada. To date, his sons have averaged an impressive $11,500, and his daughters are starting to show us just how productive and valuable
they’re going to be. In 2016, many of our highest weaning bulls and females were out of Standout daughters. His daughters are tidy-uddered, hard working females with great
dispositions. At our 2017 bull sale, our $49,000 high selling bull was mothered by a Standout female. We feel that is quite an accomplishment for a first calf heifer. Standout 42Z
is a bull who has proven himself as one of the greats. There have only been limited amounts of semen sold. Don’t miss out on this great opportunity to add proven, consistent,
and very exclusive genetics to your program.

BLACK GOLD SIMMENTALS & CANADIAN SIRES // 403-370-3010
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5.2

bw
ww
yw

3.2

70.0

104.6

President’s Classic Supreme Champion

mce

9.8

mww

60.3

milk

25.3

Dam / RF Scream 215Z

HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
MR HOC BROKER
RF SCREAM 215Z
RF SCREAM 39X
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LOT 39) 5 lots of 10 units each of BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D (50 total)
Semen stored at Alta Genetics - Canadian, U.S. & Australia qualified

semen

BGS/BM

Captain Scream

63D

Homo Polled

BGS/BM Captain Scream 63D has been a dominant herd sire with the utmost amount of future ahead of him ans a true breeding piece. After
a dominant show run in 2016 being named Champion Bull at Lloydminster, Calf Champion at Farm Fair and Agribition as well as President’s
Classic Supreme Champion, he has started his 2017 show season being named Supreme Champion at PA-Ex. As proud as we are of his show ring
success, we feel his true claim to fame will be his breeding production as a true herd bull backed by one of the best cows in the breed. It is near
impossible to find a bull with the phenotype of Captain Scream in a stout, long, attractive, fault-free package that gets out and moves so well.

LABATTE , OBERLE, WESTWOOD // 306-815-7900

ce

2.0

bw
ww
yw

5.5

77.9

123.8

Son // IPU 56U Red Liner 215A

mce

11.9

mww

64.1

milk

25.2

Liner 56U pictured as a yearling

HC POWER DRIVE 88H
RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION
TNT BLACK SHADOW J30
NEVAS L93
NEVAS BLACK FOOT H819

40

semen

LOT 40) 5 lots of 10 units each of Springcreek Liner 56U (50 total)
Semen stored at Alta Genetics - Canadian, U.S. & Australia qualified

Liner

SPRINGCREEK
56U Homo Polled & Hetero Black
Springcreek Liner 56U is one of the most sought after bulls within the breed and has been held exclusive and off the open market until this
special event within the 50th Anniversary. For many years, we have been approached to sell semen on this exciting bull and we feel it is the
opportune time to market him now as he has proved to be one of the best breeding bulls in existence. His daughters are amongst the best in
the breed and are in high demand as their potent production value is impressive with beautiful udders and sound structures. As popular as
his daughters are, his sons are highly sought after as well as they continue to be in high demand by the most astute purebred and commercial
cattleman. We are excited to offer up the 56U genetics and share in the potent breeding opportunity that he offers.

CROSSROAD FARMS // 306-427-4422

ce

2

bw
ww
yw

7.4

76.9

115.4

mce

5.9

Son / Crossroad Foundation 372Y

mww
68.5
milk

30.2

Sire of embryos / Starwest Blueprint

BAR 5 SA HERO 823M
BAR 5 SA HEMISPHERE 411R
BAR 5 SA LADY SISKA 804L
Pictured: Crossroad Disco 69D (Full sib to Lot 41 embryos)
Lot 41) 5 Embryos of Starwest Pol Blueprint x Crossroad Wanted 14W

41

embryos

CROSSROAD

VIRGINIAS RED MARCIANO FF
CROSSROAD TREASURE 605T
CROSSROAD NICOLE 239N

Wanted 14W Full Fleckvieh // non-exportable and stored on farm at Shell Lake, SK

We all have cows that produce the best every year, and this is one of ours. She is a full fleck Hemisphere daughter that is heavily pigmented and at the age of nine has an excellent udder just like
her dam and grandam. Her first calf was a Radium son purchased by Hairy Hill Cattle Co. for $18,000 and at the 2013 Source sale they also purchased a daughter sired by Great Guns Regio.
We have an excellent Spartacus daughter working in the herd and a good looking Subaru son that will be in our 12th Annual Bull & female sale Wednesday February 21st at the farm. 14W has
good fertility always calving in January and produced 22 #1 embryo’s on her first flush. Her Blueprint daughter, Crossroad Disco 69D pictured in the pasture a few days ago, has been a family
favourite since birth. She has all the thickness, colour and style you could ever want, making Blueprint the obvious choice of sire to flush to. We have also been admiring Blueprint sons and
daughters at shows and sales and when the opportunity came to purchase the walking rights this spring we certainly did not hesitate. We are confident he will leave us with a foundation to build
powerful females for the future. A rare opportunity to purchase proven Crossroad genetics at this prestigious event. Guaranteeing two - 90 day pregnancies if implanted by an
accredited technician.

BUSCHBECK FARMS // 519-477-3431

ce

1.0
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ww
yw

7.8

79.9

112.8

mce

1.7

Sire of embryos // Bar 5 SA Bentley 431R

mww

74.1

milk

34.2

Dam / FGAF Barbarella 839L

CROSSROAD BENCHMARK 150M
SU PAINTER 59P
PARKHILL MISS JENNY

Lot 42) 4 Embryos of Bar 5 SA Bentley 431R x FGAF Barbs Paint 315S

42

embryos

Paint

ANCHOR “T” LEGEND 7H
FGAF BARBARELLA 839L
RAJ MS ARNIE 46F

FGAF BARBS
315S Full Fleckvieh /// non-exportable embryos stored on farm in Markdale, ON
A match made in heaven. Bentley is one of the most underused bulls now residing in North Carolina. He is a calving ease bull with tremendous
length superb legs and great feet . Even with all that spring of rib he is still very smooth and eye appealing. The Barbarella cow originally
from Ferme Gagnon has done a super job for us , specially in the embryo department with most of them going overseas. She has perfect
pigmentation and great hair coat. The smooth shoulders blend into a big heart and phenomenal amount of rib with a nice square hip. 315S has
the perfect cow shape on a moderate frame. These Embryos are as rare as they come. With only one full sib to the cow and no full brother to
the bull you might want to get your hands on this rarity. Guaranteeing two - 90 day pregnancies if implanted by an accredited technician.

KUNTZ SIMMENTAL FARM // 306-441-1308

ce

1.7

bw

4.9

ww
yw
Son / Kuntz Determined 9D

66.3
99.5

mce

1.3

mww
milk

71

37.9

Son / Kuntz Climax 12C

MFI WHISTLER 47L
LRX JUSTICE 33U
LRX MS 81L
GREAT GUNS MOSES 50D
RICHMOND MISS MOSES 71J
J ANCHOR 13D

43

embryos

choice

LOT 43A) 5 exportable embryos Kuntz Miss Moses 03X x Starwest Pol Blueprint
LOT 43B) 5 exportable embryos Kuntz Miss Moses 03X x Silver Lake Dealer 60B

Miss Moses

KUNTZ
03X Full Fleckvieh // exportable to USA & AUS and stored at Bova Tech
Kuntz Miss Moses 03X is the backbone to our Fleckvieh herd. She is structurally sound and possesses exceptional udder quality, a trait she not only transfers
to her daughters, but to he grand daughters as well. She is a model of consistency. To date, she has raised 5 sons, all of which are working in purebred herds.
Now, her daughters appear to be continuing with that same high level of productivity. Her most notable son is Kuntz Climax 12C, purchased by Pine Creek
Simmentals for $47,000. You will find her other sons at S/M Fleckvieh, KSL Simmentals, Sky West Simmentals, and Sunny Valley Simmentals and her first
maternal grand son is at Maxwell Simmentals. Her only daughter that we sold was purchased by Mark Land and Cattle. Blueprint created quite a stir when
his first sons and daughters walked through the sale ring last fall and spring, while Dealer’s first offspring were a very impressive group in their own right. We
are offering choice of either package of 5 embryos. Guaranteeing two - 90 day pregnancies if implanted by an accredited technician.
ANCHOR D RANCH // 403-783-1217

ce

-0.5

bw
ww
yw
Sire of embryos / French Attack

5.2

64.7
99.2

mce

4.5

mww
62.9
milk

30.6

Sire / Shawacres Jahari 50L

BHR DOORN G629E
SHAWACRES JAHARI 50L
MISS SHAWACRES HEIDI 1H
SOLWAY ADONIS
ANCHOR D HEBE 108K
DEMBY HERLINDE 154X

44

embryos

44) 3 embryos of FGAF French Attack 010C x Anchor D Saphire 111D

Saphire 111S

ANCHOR D

Full Fleckvieh // exportable to USA & AUS and stored at Davis Rairdan

We have decided for the 50 for 50 sale to offer something truly unique to our program. Anchor D Saphire 111S has become our number one donor
cow, who is backed by the incredible “Herlinde” cow family. To date she has produced 23 calves which include 5 females retained in our herd, 3 2017 calves and 15 offspring which have sold. Those 15 have averaged $10,415, including 5 bulls that have went into purebred breeders herd. This is
a female that not only produces the goods, but her offspring are doing the same. FGAF French Attack, is a bull we have proudly introduced into our
breeding program. His first calf crop is on the ground and are super impressive. We have sold a very limited amount of semen on him. He too has an
incredible pedigree, and the resulting embryos will have as much potential of any genetics we have ever produced. These are the very first embryos
from this mating, and we have not sold any embryos from “Saphire” so this is truly something special. Guaranteeing one - 90 day pregnancy.

DOUBLE BAR D FARMS // 306-452-8427

ce

3.7

bw
ww
yw

4.1

40.0
67.6

mce

6.0

Daughter of Miss M&S Black Ice 10N

mww

48.7

milk

28.8

Sire of embryo / W/C Bankroll 811D

WLE POWER STROKE
HC POWER DRIVE 88H
KAPPES LADY IRISH F88

Lot 45) 3 Embryos - 1 each by Bankroll, Dagger & Pays To Believe

45

embryos

MISS M&S

Black Ice

10N

CIRCLE S LEACHMAN 600U
MISS M&S RAZ-MA-TAZ 11J
MISS M & S 25C

Homo Polled /// IVF non-exportable and stored at Bow Valley

Here is a chance to acquire embryos right from the proven 10N donor. This cornerstone donor is sired by the great Power Drive with
the maternal giant 600U on the bottom side. 10N displays an abundance of look and structural integrity and we feel she can be mated
any way and will produce highly sought after offspring. We mated her to some of the newest and freshest bulls on the market and offering
one embryos from each mating in this embryo basket. A unique opportunity that was specially selected for the golden anniversary.
Guaranteeing one - 90 day pregnancy if implanted by an accredited technician.

HARVIE RANCHING // 403-994-1314 :: 586-4278 :: 507-3886

ce

4.3

bw
ww
yw

5.5

78.8

117.7

mce

5

22Z Daughter sold for $17,000

mww
55.8
milk

16.5

Sold for $45,000 1/2 interest / Harvie Wallbanger

REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S
DRAKE SOFT TOUCH 15M
Lot 46A) 3 exportable emrbyos of WFL Westcott 24C x JDF Pepsi 61U
Lot 46B) 3 exportable emrbyos of WFL Westcott 24C x JDF Pepsi 61U
embryos

46

JDF

Pepsi

GFI MAGNUM K52
JDF MATTIE 61R
ROO KRYSTAL 34K

61U Homo Polled // exportable to USA & AUS and stored at Davis Rairdan

The first time we have ever offer any embryos from the legendary Pepsi cow. Pepsi was one of the first Simmental we ever purchased and what a great cow
to build a program around. Her first son really put her on the map “Wallbanger” a true breed changing bull. When you look at the Simmental breed and
study pedigrees most of the most exciting sires out there have Pepsi 61U in their pedigree, Captain Morgan, God Father, Captain Scream, Red Summit,
Anchorman, Dealer, Captain Black, High Roller and the list goes on. We crossed Pepsi with Westcott the record selling bull from Westway Farms a bull that
comes from the great Licious cow family. This will be the first and last time we will ever offer embryos from Pepsi so take advantage of this rare opportunity.
Guaranteeing one - 90 day pregnancies if implanted by an accredited technician.

LABATTE SIMMENTALS // 306-815-7900
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Sire of embryos / Captain Scream
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$32,000 son of 2Y / IPU Dillinger 80B

RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
NEVAS L93
HART RED CHIEF J242
IPU RED POCAHONTAS 52N
KAPPES JADE J144

47

embryos

Lot 47) 5 Embryos of BGS/BM Captain Scream x IPU Ms Pocahontas 2Y

Ms Pocahontas

IPU 52N
2Y Homo Polled // exportable to USA & AUS and stored at Bow Valley
IPU 52N Ms Pocahontas 2Y was the first overall pick of the entire cow herd when Meadow Acres acquired a package of cows from us a few
years back and we choose back and forth. She has not disappointed and is one of the most impressive breeding females we have ever had
the pleasure of breeding. Sired by the maternal giant himself, Liner 56U and out of quite possibly our most famous cow within Pocahontas
52N, we feel her genetic lineage is stacked with greatness. Her son, Dillinger was a $32,000 high seller and is now being used heavily in our
heifer pen. The embryo mating to Captain Scream combines 2 of the great breeding pieces in the industry today and we feel has world’s of
opportunity. Guaranteeing two - 90 day pregnancies if implanted by an accredited technician.
SPRING CREEK SIMMENTALS // 306-435-7527
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15.1

Sire of embryos / Springcreek Blue Chip 9D

MCINTOSH EDGE 15T
ERIXON WELLINGTON 133W
LAZY BAR-B SUSIEQ 6P
SPRINGCREEK TANK 57P
SPRINGCREEK RED TARA 40S
SPRINGCREEK REA 85N
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embryos

Lisa

Lot 48) 3 Embryos of Springcreek Blue Chip 9D x Springcreek Lisa 904Z

904Z Homo Polled // non-exportable and stored at Optimum Genetics
SPRINGCREEK
904Z is a beautiful, well balanced cow, as is her dam that sold to Ryan Downey. Her 2016 bred heifer is right at the top of my keeper pen of
breds. ‘Blue Chip’ was our high selling bull last spring, going to Beechinor Bros. and Canadian Sires. He will be a master building block in
the Simmental industry for years to come as he combines ‘Springcreek Liner 56U’ and one of my all-time best cows. Here is an opportunity
to have some of the first calves by the blaze faced ‘Blue Chip’. Guaranteeing one - 90 day pregnancy if implanted by an accredited
technician.

BLACK GOLD SIMMENTALS // 306-821-0113
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Dam of resulting calf / Soda Pop 425B

JS SURE BET 4T
DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
DRAKE TULA 1R
1 Pregnant Recip - CMS Soda Pop 425B x BGS/BM Captain Scream 63D
Embryo implanted June 15/17 :: Ultrasound to be a Heifer Calf

49

recipient

Preg Recip carrying - CMS

JF MILESTONE 999W
HPF CREAM SODA Y010
IC CREAM SODA R56

Soda Pop 425B x Captain Scream

Here is an opportunity to acquire the freshest and most exciting genetics at Black Gold. We are offering a bred recipient carrying a Captain Scream x Soda
Pop heifer calf. The Soda cow family is one that made quite a stir in 2014, where 425B stood beside her five full sisters at the Friday Night Lights Sale and
averaged approximately $15,000. 425B has had a competitive show career and has turned out to be and exceptional cow. She produced 18 embryos/ flush
in two IVF flushes last spring. We are very excited to calf our first Captain Scream calf crop in 2018. Captain Scream has also had a successful show career.
He was crowned the President’s Classic All Breeds Champion at the 2016 Agribition and Reserve Champion of the Northlands Farmfair Legends of the Fall.
Both Scream and Soda have punched an early ticket into the RBC Beef Challenge this fall, as they were both selected Supreme Champion at the Prince Albert
Exhibition. Come see them this fall and you will understand why we are so excited about this mating.

CANADIAN DONORS // 403-370-3010
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$50,000 daughter of Joys Elegance

MEYER RANCH 734
3C MACHO M450 BZ
3C CROCUS H112 B
1 Pregnant Recip - AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance x LLSF Uprising Z925
Embryo implanted May 24/17 :: Due February 23/17

50

recipient

Preg Recip carrying - AJE/JF ANT

Joys Elegance

HC POWER DRIVE 88H
BHS JF ANTOINETTES JOY
NJC/TJF JOY

x LLSF

Uprising

Outcross genetics to the Canadian database with Uprising semen unable to come to Canada and the great Joy on the bottom side.When asked
what the best donor female we have in our arsenal, Joys Elegance always rises to the top of the list. Phenotypically, she is as impressive as any
with a beautiful udder, great feet and sound structure in a very attractive package. After being named the NWSS Junior Grand Champion
Female, she has gone on to be a very productive donor to build a program around. The sire of the resulting calf, Uprising is highly sought
after in the USA siring many champions with extra soundness and overall attractiveness. This embryo was put in by Transova into a 4-year-old
ranchy commercial female at Troy Baloun’s in South Dakota and brought up this fall, she is now located at BMS in Olds, AB.

Breed-Leading Consignors to the 50th Anniversary
ALLIANCE SIMMENTAL FARMS
LOT 30

Mike McCart 613 836 8096 :: 613 229 4857

ANCHOR D RANCH SIMMENTALS
LOT 44
Dan & Karen Skeels 403 843 4756

ASHWORTH FARM & RANCH
LOT 20A
Kelly 306 8612013, Kyle 306 861 9352

BARLEE SIMMENTALS
LOT 18
Jerry Barber 819 647-2025

BLACK GOLD SIMMENTAL LTD.
LOT 39 & 49
The Noble Family
306 825 9465, 306 821 0113

BOUNDARY RANCH
DONATION LOT A

Sarah & Darby Delorme 306 662 7993

BUSCHBECK FARMS
LOT 42

Matt Buschbeck 519 477 3431

CANADIAN DONORS
LOT 4 & 50

HOEGL LIVESTOCK
LOT 6

RANCIER FARMS
LOT 15

Murry & Lynette and family
Cell 306 821 1205

Garth and Ang Rancier & family
Home 780 385 2425, Cell 780 385 5313

KUNTZ SIMMENTAL FARM
LOT 43

RED WILLOW RANCH LTD.
LOT 38

LABATTE SIMMENTALS
LOT 40 & 47

SPRINGCREEK SIMMENTALS
LOT 48

M & R CATTLE CO.
LOT 25

SUNNY VALLEY SIMMENTALS
LOT 5 & 10

Geoff, Brad and Trevor Kuntz
Trevor 306 441 1308

Barry LaBatte 306 969 4820

Josh & Jada Tyler 306 390 7745
Darren & Tina 306 398 2811

Brian McCarthy 306 435 7527

Mike, Roberta Chambers & family
403 507 3135

Wayne, Linda, Amanda, Tyler, Erin & Dax
H: 306 544 2651, Tyler 306 544 7633

MADER RANCHES
LOTS 13 & 14

SUNSTAR SIMMENTALS
LOT 36

Ryley & Jill, Randy & Ronda Mader
Cell 403 807 8140

MARTINVALE FARMS
LOT 32

Merlin & Dean Arntzen 780 384-2350

SWAN LAKE FARMS LTD.
LOT 27

Kyle & Jessica Martin 613 848 9150

Greg Goudy & Brandon Goudy
Greg 306 457 7730, Brandon 306 631 8818

MCCORMACK FAMILY RANCH
LOT 28

TABLELAND CATTLE CO.
LOTS 23 & 24

Scott & Rebecca Bohrson 403 370 3010

Scott & Carolyn McCormack and Family
306-697-2945 :: 306-697-7844

Wade & Heather Brokenshire and Family
306 421-7967, 306 421- 9891

CROSSROAD FARMS
LOT 41

MCINTOSH LIVESTOCK
LOTS 11, 12

TIMM CATTLE CO.
LOT 29

Gerald & Laurie Woytiuk 306 883 7272
Jody & Jackie Woytiuk 306 427 4422

Blair & Stephanie McIntosh
Blair 306 441 7755 Steph 306 441 6889

Darrel & Jenna Timm
306 864-7322 OR 306 864-7944

CZECH-MATE SIMMENTALS
LOTS 16, 17 & 17A

MCINTOSH RANCH
LOT 22

TWISTED SISTERS CATTLE CO
LOT 33

MCMILLEN RANCHING LTD.
LOT 2

ULTRA LIVESTOCK
LOT 19

Jim & Gwen Smith 403 337 2997
Andrew & AJ Sullivan 403 828 4472

DOUBLE BAR D FARMS
LOT 45

Kolton & Nikoda / Kevin & Karen McIntosh 204 280 0359

Brianna Kimmel 780 872-9778

Richard & Ken Dimler and Allan Hjertaas 306 452 8427

Lee, Dave McMillen & Families
306 485-8067 :: 306 483-8660

Tim & Cathy Chalack & Family
Tim 403 337-5881, Riley 403 922 6748

ERIXON SIMMENTALS
LOT 9

MILLINGTON RANCH
LOT 20

VANDY CATTLE
LOT 23

Dave 306 270 2893, Krista 306 270 1263

Dean and Gina Sentes 306 725 7268

Justin Van De Woestyne 306 461 6031

FERME GAGNON INC
LOT 3

NEW TREND CATTLE CO.
LOT 31

WESTWAY FARMS LTD.
LOT 1

Tim, Derri and Jacey Massey
403-934-0077 :: 403-901-8302

Tom, Carol Hadway & Family
Tom 403 994 4929, Andie 403 586 4929

Wade Hannah 403 994-4190

OBERLE CIRCLE 7
LOT 40

YELLOW ROSE SIMMENTALS
LOT 35

HARVIE RANCHING
LOTS 26 & 46

OUTLAW CATTLE CO.
LOT 21

X-T SIMMENTALS
LOT 7

Yves & Francis Gagnon 514 975 3722

HANNAH SIMMENTALS
LOT 34

Kelly 306 297 9366

Scott 403 586 4278 Cole 403 994 1314 Ian 403 507 3886

Brad & Beth Dundas 403 325 0684

HILLTOP HOLDINGS
LOT 8

PINE CREEK SIMMENTALS
LOT 37

Gary, Kim & Sadie Anwender and Darcy Herauf
Home 306 442 2090, Cell 306 815 7878

Georges & Alois Kerckhof 780 674-3939

Bobbi-Gayle Good 403 507-1561

Don or Ryan Lundberg
Home 306 295 3843, Cell 306 295 7999
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